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FOREWORD

In the Name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
This proceeding provides thematic issues and challenges in the 

contemporary social, humanities and international relations issues. 
The main objective of the International Student Conference on 
Humanity Issues (ISCOHI) 2018 is to present an integrated analysis 
of how the discipline of international relations in particular can 
contribute to our wider understanding of the variety of social and 
political issues. The 4th ISCOHI 2018 is an academic actualization 
for graduate students to enhance academic capability to examine 
and understand as well as offer choices for many humanities issues 
in the dynamics world to build a human welfare.

This academic conference depart from the point of view that 
international relations is as applied social sciences can contribute 
to the development of human life through many perpspectives. It is 
compiled from travelers and knowledge experiences in international 
conference, talks and forum of researchers, supervisions and other 
discussion with our academicians. That experiences, together with 
their personal values and interests were extremely influence to the 
authors in this compilation papers. We hope that those who engage 
and read this book will obtain fruitful knowledge. All errors are the 
authors’s responsibility.

Wassalam.
Head of Department
Master of International Relations Universitas Muhammadiyah 
Yogyakarta
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European Refugee Crisis in Hungary: Protected or Prohibited?

Muhammad Ridha Iswardahana, S.I.P., M.A
International Relations Department, Faculty of Humanities, 

Universitas Teknologi Yogyakarta, Indonesia.
Email: muhammad.ridha@staff.uty.ac.id

Abstract
The issue of refugees has become one of the world’s major 

concerns, along with the wave of refugees coming to Europe. 
Reflecting on the Paris and London attacks by ISIS groups entering 
Europe by pretend of a refugee has made political shifts in European 
countries. Many of the countries changed regarded refugees as a 
threat. As result many refugees are held on the border with no clarity 
and subsistence.

This study was chosen because the refugees received inhuman 
rejection and livelihood, while at the same time there was 
‘disintegration’ of the EU in overcoming this problem. The author has 
two questions formulation, “What is really going on with refugees 
in Europe?” and “How should action be done in overcoming the 
refugee in Europe?”. The author will use qualitative descriptive 
methodology and concept of Regional integration. The study found 
that there are comprehensive solutions to resolve wave of refugees 
in Europe.
Keywords:Refugees, EU, Terrorism, Refugee Crisis, Security

Preliminary
Conflict and The Wave of Refugee
The rapid movement of technological information creates 

stronger interdependency of human being. The difference on 
race, ethnic, nationality, and religion come together in the name 
of appreciation towards human rights. Nowadays migration and 
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refugee issue picture the instability of global politics, poor economic 
growth, and domestic violence that surely affect the right of living 
for people and influence the treatment from other country.

Refuge issue is a certain example of how instability can create 
massive interdependdency among people. The number of people that 
keeps leaving their home country gradually rises up since they feel 
threaten and move to other nation. In this the case, refugee affects 
the neighboring countries. The condition todays can be understood 
as borderless globalization in which country start to lose power of its 
territory. The situation automatically forces INGO and other nation 
to share the responsible of other who are suffered.

The chaotic condition of conflict that seems never ends in 
various Middle East and African nations makes people lose their 
life. The people suffered not only from material but also emotional 
aspect of not having chance to see their family and children to grow 
up properly. On the other hand, the people have to survive with 
anything they have left. Other implication is the disparity between 
poor nations and developed nations. Looking at this condition, 
people think of doing exoduses and prefer to be refugee with the 
hope of having better life.

According to geographical position, African and European 
continents are close and only separated by Mediterranean Sea. Due 
to this condition many African residents choose to cross the sea in 
order to get into Europe. In other case, Asia has direct land access to 
Turkey that supports the condition for refugee to come into Europe. 
The situation turns to be even more complicated when Germany 
declares officially that refugee may enter its nation. The refugee think 
that Europe has established democratic system, history of accepting 
refugee, economic stability that turn to be consideration for them to 
keeps coming through land and sea. On 2015, statistic records that 
about 1 million of refugee enter Europe and about 800.000 of them 
need to cross Mediterranean Sea in order to get into Greece (source: 
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international.kompas.com).
The wave of refugee makes local citizen on numerous European 

countries feel unsafe since they pass by and gather in the area 
where they live. At the beginning local people accept the existence 
of refugee, they even provide meal and apparel to them but when 
the number rises significantly into hundreds and thousads of people 
then it creates fear and insecurity for the local people. Even not all 
countries are the destination for refugee, the local people feel afraid 
too since the refugee still crossing the area on their way to Germany. 
As for some cases, the refugee behaves impolite and arrogantly by 
blocking, forcing, and doing other criminal action.

ISIS Terror Attack
The emergence of ISIS turns to be the new source of power of 

Al Qaeda within Syria and Iraq region. ISIS makes use the conflict 
in Syria to gather extremist and radical people from all around 
the world. The threatening condition makes nations need to have 
intervention. The intervention is reflected on two big groups; West 
and Russia blocks that have interest on Syria’s conflict but have 
common enemy which is ISIS. Both group success to destroy ISIS 
influence in Syria and Iraq.  As for the result, ISIS feel threatened 
choose to have pay back action towards West countries.

As a result, on November 13, 2015, there was a terror attack 
carried out by the ISIS network in Paris, France. This attack not only 
caused the death toll of 120 people and hundreds of others injured. 
The attack poses fear to mass people since it is located at the heart 
of Europe. In this case, France is one of the important nations within 
Europe and it also has close relation to all European citizens (DW.
com). The attack is known as rebellious form from ISIS to France. 
The condition gets complicated when the terrorist comes into Europe 
and pretend to use Syria and Turkey passport (international.kompas.
com)
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Aside from Paris attack, there are six other European countries 
that are threatened by ISIS as follow;

a. Terror plot in Denmark on 14 February 2015
b. Suicide bomb in Belgium that killed 32 people on 22 March 

2016
c. Terror plot on pedestrian that hit by truck killed 86 people on 

Nice, France on 14 July 2016
d. Terror plot by taking hostages on Christmas Market in Berlin, 

Germany that killed 12 people on 19 December 2016
e. Subway bomb on St. Petersburg, Russia that killed 5 people 

on 3 April 2017
f. Terror plot on pedestrian that hit by truck killed 5 people on 

7 April 2017
g. Terror plot on pedestrian that hit by car killed 5 people on 22 

March 2017
h. Terror plot on Ariana Grande on Manchester killed 22 people 

on 22 May 2017 
The series of ISIS terror attacks and acts in various countries 

in Europe has caused fear and hatred towards the Islamic 
world as well as refugees. This is due to ISIS’s efforts on behalf 
of Islam and using refuge facilities to launch terrorist acts in 
Europe. Suspicions that the terrorist actors can get into Europe with 
a wave of refugees. Reflecting from before the wave of refugees 
recorded very little terror attacks that occurred in Europe due to 
strict regulation and supervision. However, when hundreds of 
thousands of people come together simultaneously to the continent it 
cannot be distinguished between actual refugees and ISIS networks 
that infiltrate acts of terrorism. The inability and negligence of 
monitoring and identifying the refugees entering Europe by various 
countries is considered the cause of the entry of terrorist actors 
in the European region.
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Regionalism and Disintegration
European Union (EU) starts with 6 countries that have economic 

cooperation on iron and steel. Nowadays the cooperation turn 
to be much more bigger and stronger with 28 countries involved 
and have political supranational entity. As the Intergovernmental 
Organization, EU works under the mechanism of supranational and 
government system. As for some issues, the decision is based on 
agreement among its member, but for other issues organizational 
body runs it business without the approval from EU member. 

Since the terrorist plot keeps happening all around Europe that 
creates fear for many EU nations, there is political swift within the 
area.  In order to response the issue, EU members do have different 
perspective and policy dealing with refugee. In this case, Germany 
who accepts hundreds of refugee and provide facilities for refugee 
receive critics from other country such as Hungary, Czech Republic, 
Poland, and Slovakia. Some countries such as Hungary, Austria, and 
Sweden even close their border directly to reject the refugee that 
come into their nations or try to cross their area. 

Hungary Policy on Refugee
Hungary is one of the countries that reject hundreds of refugees 

that come into European territory. The policy is actually contradictory 
with EU and Germany’s policy that are open for refugee for the sake 
of human right. Even Hungary is not the destination country for 
hundreds of refugees but its citizen feels uncomfortable since the 
refugee pass by on the area they live. The refugees are grouping 
together in order to get into EU country that is willing to accept them 
like Germany. The problem appears because before reach Germany, 
the refugee needs to pass several countries including Hungary 
(Salvio, 2015). As for the number of refugee that rises up, numerous 
problem happens such as refugee camp, social problem, the fear of 
local citizen and even the impact of cleanness. Aside from those, 
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security problem matters for the most for the local people. 
Actually, Hungary is not the destination country or the first 

country for them. The refugee only passes Hungary to their 
destination country. As what it states on Dublin Convention, the 
refugee can enter Greek and Italy. Dublin Convention states that 
it is possible for refugee to enter destination country with several 
conditions applies (Pujayanti, 2015). Due to the limited capacity, 
these 2 countries cannot deal with the huge number of refugee and it 
makes the refugee continue their way to Germany without any legal 
basis and record.

In this case, Hungary deals refugee in inappropriate way in 
order to stop the wave of refugee that keeps passing through their 
nation. The rejection from Hungary government is supported by its 
referendum (BBC.com). The refugee and asylum seeker are treated 
improperly since they have to comply with Schengen visa. The 
selection system is quite complex and secure since they have to 
pass several identifications and if they fail, the refugee can be put in 
detention or force back to their home country.

For some cases, Hungary government even involved military 
forces that use rubber bullet and water cannon that lead into chaotic 
situation. At the same time, Hungry are on progress to build separated 
wall for 175 km that automatically isolated refugee. This action is 
necessary since many refugees are stopped between Hungary-Serbia 
borders. The struggle for refugee continues since when the refugee 
been successfully entered Hungary, the government does not provide 
proper place that make them run out of meal and health facility. 
The series of Hungary rejection towards the refugee draw attention 
other nations and claim that Hungary violates the principle of human 
rights by limiting their access. Other nation see that the refugee have 
been on simultaneous dangerous trip in order to get into Germany 
but then they treated unfairly (Riva, 2017).
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Research Method
In the data collection and research, the authors use qualitative 

research methods using secondary data through various sources that 
have links about this case, among others: literature study through 
literature books, journals, articles, and mass media. These secondary 
data are used to determine recent developments through online mass 
media as well as other literature that also deals with refugees and 
European integration that can be compared and enrich the writings 
comprehensively.

The data obtained were analyzed using qualitative research 
method and then presented descriptively by giving interpretation 
and description concerning the research problem that the writer of 
the review. Thinking process is the last step in this research, that is 
to draw a conclusion. The process of thinking in this paper using 
deductive analysis that is based on the general proposition that the 
truth has been known and believed and ended in a special conclusion.

Discussion
Regional integration concept focuses on the emergence of new 

priority actor within regional scope that further develops into a 
paradigm of certain group superiority (Sitepu, 2003). In the case 
of European Union, interdependency among its citizen and member 
matter. The interdepended is due to historical background that 
creates similar interest. The research further will analyze EU policy 
on refugee and terrorism attack. 

According to UNHCR, refugee is people who are forced to 
dismiss the relation towards its home country because they are 
afraid of being oppressed for a long time (UNHCR, 1998). The fear 
of being oppressed is what makes refugee difference with others 
since they are desperate and need humanitarian assistance. They are 
forced to leave their home country which make them turn to be a 
refugee since their government does not accommodate their needs 
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properly. In this case, international society is responsible to deal with 
refugee issue as well. International Law classifies refugee into two 
categories as follow; a. Human Right Refugee as people who are 
forced to leave their home country out of a “fear being persecuted” 
that is caused by race, religion, nationality, or political affiliation, 
b. Humanitarian Refugee as people who are forced to leave their 
home country because of the arm conflict that happen (Mataram, 
1998). On this case, the majority of refugee that coming to Europe 
are considered as Humanitarian Refugee since most of them come 
from Syria, Libya, and Afghanistan who are suffered from never end 
conflict, so it makes impossible for them to live properly. 

If the definition of refugee been explained previously, this section 
will define terrorism. Terrorism is understood as massive attack that 
creates fear among people. Terrorism associated with violence, and 
put target on innocent people as way to draw people attention to 
what the terrorist groups does (Winarno, 2011). Terrorism appears 
in the form of hijacking, kidnapping, or suicide bomb. There are 3 
factors that support global terrorism as follow; a. the mechanism that 
makes people easier to travel across the nation, b. the similarities of 
radical ideology and interest of nation, c. the simple mechanism to 
get access into internet that make it easier for radical group to spread 
out their wrong belief. 

Long time ago, the issues on European countries been splitted 
up on ideology, economic, and politic after the great depression of 
World War II. Nowadays, EU emerges as a solid and independence 
power on global politics. The modern government mechanism that 
EU owned is one of the factor. EU proves its existence by providing 
security and prosperity for its people. EU achievement is significant 
factor on the global politics. On the other hand, the prosperity within 
EU turns to be magnet for refugee to keep coming in. The refugee 
thinks that EU has established democracy, historical background of 
accepting them, and economic stability. If in the past, the number of 
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refugee that coming to Europe still measurable and the development 
within its member is pretty much the same. The difference can 
be seen today in which thousands of refugees keep coming to 
Europe and not its entire member has the capacity of dealing with 
it. In addition, in the past EU accepts refugee who has labor skill 
that match with EU manpower needs, but todays the refugee are 
children, teenager, and woman who do not have such kind of skill. 
This condition makes local people hard to accept refugee and plus 
the series of terror in Europe. 

Even todays EU countries do intervention to other countries in 
the name of humanitarian and security in the past. It makes ISIS 
groups feels terrorized and they finally pay back to EU. In this case, 
the policy of handling with refugee and terrorism eradication need 
to be separated since those two are different. It is not wise to say and 
even generalize that refugee are terrorist or refugee has possibility to 
do terrorist plot. EU needs to have concrete policy in handling with 
refugee. In this case, since EU has strong interdependency among its 
people and member then it is important to formulate comprehensive 
policy on refugee.

Cosmopolitan Approach
Cosmopolitan emphasizes that human being is considered as 

politic actor that live in group (Immanuel Kant on Chaeh, 2006). 
The perspective creates an idea that human being need to cooperate 
with each other in order to build stability and prevent clash that 
might happen. Further, cosmopolitan explains that world is known 
as single community as a way to minimize racial, ethnic, language, 
and nationality difference. In this situation, human being hopefully 
can live in harmony and peace. Cosmopolitan can be used as the 
foundation for nation to interact with other nation in international 
relation which purpose to maintain peace and stability. As 
globalization keeps moving on that gather nations and erase border 
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among nations, it can be used to futher promote peace. It can be 
seen that this approach emphasizes on nation as the political entity 
that have to create stability and harmonization as a way to solve the 
complexity global issues (Ganaway, 2009).

Hungary as the member of United Nations (UN) and also the part of 
international community supposed to create stability that emphasize 
on the harmonization of others international actor. On implementing 
its national and international policy, country is supposed to promote 
peace and harmony towards other nations and global citizen. Since 
the movement of globalization is getting dynamic and can be easily 
accessed through mass media. Hungary government supposed to 
understand the recent issue on the war and conflict that happen in 
Middle East and Africa. The conflict creates huge number of refugee 
since they cannot live any longer in their home country supposed to 
draw the attention of Hungary government. For some reasons, it can 
be denied that it causes hundreds of refugees that look for a hope 
for living in country. In line with the principle of cosmopolitanism, 
the policy of Hungary government that is clearly reject and limit 
refugee to come into their teritory is considered as a violation of 
international conception in the name of Human Right. 

Another aspect that been criticized is Hungary treatment towards 
the refugee that is harsh and contradictory with humanitarian 
principle. The tragic picture of refugee that been walking for 
thousands of kilometers and cross the sea confronting with danger 
leaving their home country cannot be take easily. The refugee that 
come to Hungary with new hope and treated like terrorist is surely 
not appropriate. It will be much wiser if Hungary government put 
official announcement to the area where the can pass by or gather 
around. Hungary can also provide supporting facility to provide 
security and comfortable matter to the refugee. Other facilities like 
meals, heath care, and sweater are also importance to save pregnant 
woman, teengaer, and childrem during winter. In addition, Hungary 
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needs to cooperate with UNHCR on dealing with refugee that been 
waiting within the border area. The refugee can be given proper 
administration process to further categorize which refugee that can 
be given political asylum, temporary residence, and those who are 
needs to be move into other country. 

On the other hand, Hungary cannot treat the refugee similarly 
like when they are in normal condition. In normal condition, there 
is a need to have clear administrative and immigration checkup for 
any person entering the country. Considering the current situations, 
it is hard to applies those condition. Refugee who been into long 
dangerous trip after leaving their conflictual home country must 
be treated properly. The concern of humanitarian aspect need to 
be put first other than security matter. Mindset need to be changed 
since refugee is not a criminal or terrorist that can be treated 
inappropriately. It is important to define refugee who comes for 
another hope of starting a new life and those refugees who have 
terrorism agenda. It is necessary to prevent another possibility of 
terrorism plot in Europe. 

In this case, the mutual cooperation need to be established not 
only by European country but various stakeholder like EU, UN, and 
INGO on solving refugee issue. The refugee who been suffered need 
to be treated properly. EU that been very vocal on promoting human 
rights is a bit contradictory with their treatment towards refugee. 
In this case EU can force Hungary to comply with certain rules in 
dealing with refugee. There are 3 solutions that can be offered on 
dealing with refugee as follow;

First, it is important to end conflict in the conflictual area where 
the refugee lives. The prevention on their home country is needed 
so EU does not need spend money or even close their border on 
each country that is a neighbor to the conflict nation. Since most of 
the refugee come from Syria, Libya, and Afghanistan. EU need to 
promote and encourage the country to create peace. EU needs also to 
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stop sending NATO soldiers since it makes the situation even more 
complicated. EU needs to stop having political interest that in the 
future can be a boomerang for themselves. In addition, EU may also 
encourage their member like Swiss and Finland to have mediation, 
ceasefire, and enhance peace. EU needs also to involve INGO on 
ending the violence and conflict. If the crisis decreases continuously 
then the countries can start a new life.

Second, EU might accept the refuge by giving them temporary 
residence and assistance. It is true that the local people have different 
culture with the refugee, hence EU may distribute the responsibility 
to all its members. The refugee can be placed into certain area that 
located pretty far from the local residence to avoid any social issue. 
The case need to be applied to those refugees who are stuck on 
the border, they need also to be treated properly. EU needs to have 
certain mechanism either the refugee can be given temporary or 
permanent residence in order to prevent any terror plot from ISIS. 

Third, EU needs to give knowledge to both local citizen or the 
refugee. This is very basic but also very important to avoid any 
clashes between them. EU has the authority to talk about refugee 
issue towards its member. EU can order its member to not have 
contra productive and discriminative treatment towards refugee. EU 
needs also to establish rule that accommodate the needs of refugee 
but not create harm to its citizen. As what has been mentioned 
previously, EU needs to separate the area for living for refugee 
and citizen, promoting the knowledge through NGO and INGO is 
also necessary to introduce the culture. Law Enforcement agents 
like Police and Immigration have to participate in protecting each 
party. The participation from every stakeholder is necessary to build 
trust and responsibility. As for the last stage, the communication 
between citizen and refugee need to be started so that they can live 
in harmony.
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Conclusion
The rapid movement of global politics and interdependdency 

among states make refugee issue turns to be the responsibility for all 
nations. It should be noted that the crisis that happen not only can 
affect the domestic affair of destination country but also its neighbor 
country. The hope of having a better life, geographical location, and 
Germany policy are all the factors that make thousands refugee keep 
coming to Europe. 

The wave of refugee that creates fear for EU member and at 
the same time, the series of ISIS terror happen cannot be separated. 
Even not all member of EU agreed to accept refugee and willing to 
provide assistance for them. It is necessary to have comprehensive 
approach to deal with refugee issue in Europe. Several mechanisms 
can be applied as follow; end the source of conflict in their home 
country, provide temporary assistance, and building knowledge to 
both local people and the refugee prevent any social conflict that 
might appear. In the future, hopefully the refugee can live properly 
in Europe and the number will gradually decrease but keep security 
matter on top. 
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